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Abstract networks embody pair interactions between the constituents of many complex systems. For example,
protein-metabolite interactions can be modeled using molecular substrates as nodes and enzyme-catalyzed reactions
as links. We study the evolvability of networks that model a variety of non-linear complex systems. These networks
are directed, weighted, and totally connected. Signals propagate in these networks through weighted
connections w ji . Nodes sum their input, transform the result with a so-called squashing function, and output a value
between -1 and 1. Specifically, the output of the jth node is
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function, S ( x) = tanh( x / 2) , and N is the number of nodes (Figure 1).
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Figure 1
The activity of these networks vary widely. They exhibit decay-to-fixed point, chaotic, and oscillatory activity as we
vary the weight bias. The average joint entropy measures activity. High entropy indicates very active or chaotic
networks; low entropy indicates decay-to-fixed point behavior; intermediate entropy indicates oscillatory networks.
The abrupt change in entropy constitutes a phase transition. Figure 2 shows a plot of the entropy verses the weight
bias. Our hypothesis is that networks with a weight bias near a phase transition evolve readily. We evaluate
evolvability with a specific problem that requires the network to learn long time correlations. Such problems are
notoriously difficult. Our program generates a population of 100 networks and evaluates their performance on our
test problem. Networks that perform well are copied, while networks that perform poorly are deleted. The program
mutates the resulting networks by slightly changing a small number of connection weights. This process of
reproduction and mutation equals one generation. We evolve the networks through twenty generations and rank
them according to their performance on the test problem. Preliminary results indicate a partial confirmation of our
hypothesis. The crosses in figure 3 roughly indicate evolvability. The higher they are on the vertical axis, the more
evolvable the corresponding population of networks. They are higher near the transitions.
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